We describe Hi-C, a method that probes the three-dimensional architecture of whole genomes by coupling proximity-based ligation with massively parallel sequencing. We constructed spatial proximity maps of the human genome with Hi-C at a resolution of 1 megabase. These maps confirm the presence of chromosome territories and the spatial proximity of small, gene-rich chromosomes. We identified an additional level of genome organization that is characterized by the spatial segregation of open and closed chromatin to form two genome-wide compartments. At the megabase scale, the chromatin conformation is consistent with a fractal globule, a knot-free, polymer conformation that enables maximally dense packing while preserving the ability to easily fold and unfold any genomic locus. The fractal globule is distinct from the more commonly used globular equilibrium model. Our results demonstrate the power of Hi-C to map the dynamic conformations of whole genomes.

The three-dimensional (3D) conformation of chromosomes is involved in compartmentalizing the nucleus and bringing widely separated functional elements into close spatial proximity (1–5). Understanding how chromosomes fold can provide insight into the complex relationships between chromatin structure, gene activity, and the functional state of the cell. Yet beyond the scale of nucleosomes, little is known about chromatin organization.

Long-range interactions between specific pairs of loci can be evaluated with chromosome conformation capture (3C), using spatially constrained ligation followed by locus-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (6). Adaptations of 3C have extended the process with the use of inverse PCR (4C) (7, 8) or multiplexed ligation-mediated amplification (5C) (9). Still, these techniques require choosing a set of target loci and do not allow unbiased genomewide analysis.

Here, we report a method called Hi-C that adapts the above approach to enable purification of ligation products followed by massively parallel sequencing. Hi-C allows unbiased identification of chromatin interactions across an entire genome. We briefly summarize the process: cells are crosslinked with formaldehyde; DNA is digested with a restriction enzyme; the resulting blunt-end fragments are ligated under dilute conditions in which the 3D distance between loci increases; these new libraries were in agreement with 3C and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (6, 7). Even at distances greater than 200 Mb, $I(s)$ is always much greater than $I(s)$, for pairs of loci separated by a genomic distance $s$ (distance in base pairs along the nucleotide sequence) on chromosome $n$. $I(s)$ decreases monotonically on every chromosome, suggesting polymer-like behavior in which the 3D distance between loci increases with increasing genomic distance; these findings are in agreement with 3C and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (6, 7). Even at distances greater than 200 Mb, $I(s)$ is always much greater than the average contact probability between different chromosomes (Fig. 2A). This implies the existence of chromosome territories.

Interchromosomal contact probabilities between pairs of chromosomes (Fig. 2B) show that small, gene-rich chromosomes (chromosomes 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, and 22) preferentially interact with each other. This is consistent with FISH studies showing that these chromosomes frequently colocalize in the center of the nucleus.
Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently with the other small chromosomes; this agrees with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18 tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).

We then zoomed in on individual chromosomes to explore whether there are chromosomal regions that preferentially associate with each other. Because sequence proximity strongly influences contact probability, we defined a normalized contact matrix $M^*$ by dividing each entry in the contact matrix by the genome-wide average contact probability for loci at that genomic distance (10). The normalized matrix shows many large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions, generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci (here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we reasoned that they will share neighbors and have correlated interaction profiles. We therefore defined a correlation matrix $C$ in which $c_{ij}$ is the Pearson correlation between the $i$th row and $j$th column of $M^*$. This process dramatically sharpened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the resulting matrix entries represent statistically significant correlations ($P \leq 0.05$).

The plaid pattern suggests that each chromosome can be decomposed into two sets of loci (arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts within each set are enriched and contacts between sets are depleted. We partitioned each chromosome...
in this way by using principal component analysis. For all but two chromosomes, the first principal component (PC) clearly corresponded to the plaid pattern (positive values defining one set, negative values the other) (fig. S1). For chromosomes 4 and 5, the first PC corresponded to the two chromosome arms, but the second PC corresponded to the plaid pattern. The entries of the PC vector reflected the sharp transitions from compartment to compartment observed within the plaid heatmaps. Moreover, the plaid patterns within each chromosome were consistent across chromosomes: the labels (A and B) could be assigned on each chromosome so that sets on different chromosomes carrying the same label had correlated contact profiles, and those carrying different labels had anticorrelated contact profiles (Fig. 3D). These results imply that the entire genome can be partitioned into two spatial compartments such that greater interaction occurs within each compartment rather than across compartments.

The Hi-C data imply that regions tend to be closer in space if they belong to the same compartment (A versus B) than if they do not. We tested this by using 3D-FISH to probe four loci (L1, L2, L3, and L4) on chromosome 14 that alternate between the two compartments (L1 and L3 in compartment A; L2 and L4 in compartment B) (Fig. 3, E and F). 3D-FISH showed that L3 tends to be closer to L1 than to L2, despite the fact that L2 lies between L1 and L3 in the linear genome sequence (Fig. 3E). Similarly, we found that L2 is closer to L4 than to L3 (Fig. 3F). Comparable results were obtained for four consecutive loci on chromosome 22 (fig. S2, A and B). Taken together, these observations confirm the spatial compartmentalization of the entire genome into two spatial compartments such that greater interaction occurs within each compartment rather than across compartments.

**Fig. 3.** The nucleus is segregated into two compartments corresponding to open and closed chromatin. (A) Map of chromosome 14 at a resolution of 1 Mb exhibits substructure in the form of an intense diagonal and a constellation of large blocks (three experiments combined; range from 0 to 200 reads). Tick marks appear every 10 Mb. (B) The observed/expected matrix shows loci with either more (red) or less (blue) interactions than would be expected, given their genomic distance (range from 0.2 to 5). (C) Correlation matrix illustrates the correlation [range from −1 (blue) to +1 (red)] between the intrachromosomal interaction profiles of every pair of 1-Mb loci along chromosome 14. The plaid pattern indicates the presence of two compartments within the chromosome. (D) Intercromosomal correlation map for chromosome 14 and chromosome 20 (range from −0.25 to 0.25, red). The unalignable region around the centromere of chromosome 20 is indicated in gray. Each compartment on chromosome 14 has a counterpart on chromosome 20 with a very similar genome-wide interaction pattern. (E and F) We designed probes for four loci (L1, L2, L3, and L4) that lie consecutively along chromosome 14 but alternate between the two compartments [L1 and L3 in (compartment A); L2 and L4 in (compartment B)]. (E) L3 (blue) was consistently closer to L1 (green) than to L2 (red), despite the fact that L2 lies between L1 and L3 in the primary sequence of the genome. This was confirmed visually and by plotting the cumulative distribution. (F) L2 (green) was consistently closer to L4 (red) than to L3 (blue). (G) Correlation map of chromosome 14 at a resolution of 100 kb. The PC (eigenvector) correlates with the distribution of genes and with features of open chromatin. (H) A 31-Mb window from chromosome 14 is shown; the indicated region (yellow dashes) alternates between the open and the closed compartments in GM06990 (top, eigenvector and heatmap) but is predominantly open in K562 (bottom, eigenvector and heatmap). The change in compartmentalization corresponds to a shift in chromatin state (DNAasel).
of the genome inferred from Hi-C. More generally, a strong correlation was observed between the number of Hi-C reads \( m_{ij} \) and the 3D distance between locus \( i \) and locus \( j \) as measured by FISH [Spearman’s \( \rho = -0.916, P = 0.00003 \) (fig. S3)], suggesting that Hi-C read count may serve as a proxy for distance.

Upon close examination of the Hi-C data, we noted that pairs of loci in compartment B showed a consistently higher interaction frequency at a given genomic distance than pairs of loci in compartment A (fig. S4). This suggests that compartment B is more densely packed (15). The FISH data are consistent with this observation; loci in compartment B exhibited a stronger tendency for close spatial localization.

To explore whether the two spatial compartments correspond to known features of the genome, we compared the compartments identified in our 1-Mb correlation maps with known genetic and epigenetic features. Compartment A correlates strongly with the presence of genes [Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.431, P < 10^{-137} \)], higher expression [via genome-wide mRNA expression, Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.476, P < 10^{-145} \) (fig. S5)], and accessible chromatin [as measured by deoxyribonuclease I (DNAseI) sensitivity, Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.651 \), P negligible] (16, 17). Compartment A also shows enrichment for both activating (H3K36 trimethylation, Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.601, P < 10^{-296} \)) and repressive (H3K27 trimethylation, Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.282, P < 10^{-56} \)) chromatin marks (18).

We repeated the above analysis at a resolution of 100 kb (Fig. 3G) and saw that, although the correlation of compartment A with all other genomic and epigenetic features remained strong (Spearman’s \( \rho > 0.4 \), P negligible), the correlation with the sole repressive mark, H3K27 trimethylation, was dramatically attenuated (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.046, P < 10^{-15} \)). On the basis of these results we concluded that compartment A is more closely associated with open, accessible, actively transcribed chromatin.

We repeated our experiment with K562 cells, an erythroleukemia cell line with an aberrant karyotype (19). We again observed two compartments; these were similar in composition to those observed in GM06990 cells [Pearson’s \( r = 0.732, \ldots \)]

Fig. 4. The local packing of chromatin is consistent with the behavior of a fractal globule. (A) Contact probability as a function of genomic distance averaged across the genome (blue) shows a power law scaling between 500 kb and 7 Mb (shaded region) with a slope of \(-1.08\) (fit shown in cyan). (B) Simulation results for contact probability as a function of distance (1 monomer \~ 6 nucleosomes \~ 1200 base pairs) (10) for equilibrium (red) and fractal (blue) globules. The slope for a fractal globule is very nearly \(-1\) (cyan), confirming our prediction (10). The slope for an equilibrium globule is \(-3/2\), matching prior theoretical expectations. The slope for the fractal globule closely resembles the slope we observed in the genome. (C) (Top) An unfolded polymer chain, 4000 monomers (4.8 Mb) long. Coloration corresponds to distance from one endpoint, ranging from blue to cyan, green, yellow, orange, and red. (Middle) An equilibrium globule. The structure is highly entangled; loci that are nearby along the contour (similar color) need not be nearby in 3D. (Bottom) A fractal globule. Nearby loci along the contour tend to be nearby in 3D, leading to monochromatic blocks both on the surface and in cross section. The structure lacks knots. (D) Genome architecture at three scales. (Top) Two compartments, corresponding to open and closed chromatin, spatially partition the genome. Chromosomes (blue, cyan, green) occupy distinct territories. (Middle) Individual chromosomes weave back and forth between the open and closed chromatin compartments. (Bottom) At the scale of single megabases, the chromosome consists of a series of fractal globules.
P negligible (fig. S6]) and showed strong correlation with open and closed chromatin states as indicated by DNAseI sensitivity (Spearman’s ρ = 0.455, P < 10^{-15}).

The compartment patterns in K562 and GM06990 are similar, but there are many loci in the open compartment in one cell type and the closed compartment in the other (Fig. 3F). Examining these discordant loci on karyotypically normal chromosomes in K562 (19), we observed a strong correlation between the compartment pattern in a cell type and chromatin accessibility in that same cell type (GM06990, Spearman’s ρ = 0.384, P = 0.012; K562, Spearman’s ρ = 0.366, P = 0.017). Thus, even in a highly rearranged genome, spatial compartmentalization correlates strongly with chromatin state.

Our results demonstrate that open and closed chromatin domains throughout the genome occupy different spatial compartments in the nucleus. These findings expand on studies of individual loci that have observed particular instances of such interactions, both between distantly located active genes and between distantly located inactive genes (8, 20–24).

Lastly, we sought to explore chromatin structure within compartments. We closely examined the average behavior of intrachromosomal contact probability as a function of genomic distance, calculating the genome-wide distribution I(κ). When plotted on log-log axes, I(κ) exhibits a prominent power law scaling between ~500 kb and ~7 Mb, where contact probability scales as s^{-1} (Fig. 4A). This range corresponds to the known size of open and closed chromatin domains.

Power-law dependencies can arise from polymer-like behavior (25). Various authors have proposed that chromosomal regions can be modeled as an “equilibrium globule”: a compact, densely knotted fractal globule (500 each). The properties of the ensembles matched the theoretically derived scalings for contact probability (for fractal globules, s^{-2/3} and for equilibrium globules, s^{-2} ) and 3D distance (for fractal globules s^{1/3}, for equilibrium globules s^{1/2}). These simulations also illustrated the lack of entanglements [measured by using the knot-theoretic Alexander polynomial (10, 32)] and the formation of spatial sectors within a fractal globule (Fig. 4B).

We conclude that, at the scale of several megabases, the data are consistent with a fractal globule model for chromatin organization. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that other forms of regular organization might lead to similar findings. We focused here on interactions at relatively large scales. Hi-C can also be used to construct comprehensive, genome-wide interaction maps at finer scales by increasing the number of reads. This should enable the mapping of specific long-range interactions between enhancers, silencers, and insulators (33–35). To increase the resolution by a factor of n, one must increase the number of reads by a factor of n^2. As the cost of sequencing falls, detecting finer interactions should become increasingly feasible. In addition, one can focus on subsets of the genome by using chromatin immunoprecipitation or hybrid capture (36, 37).
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